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Agile Project Tracking and Reporting - Training Course Outline – ½ Day
The iterative nature of agile projects introduces new challenges and opportunities for tracking and
reporting agile projects. On the one had are the scope-creep fears and lack of lifecycle understanding
experienced by many project stakeholders, on the other hand we get many valuable early-trend and
feedback metrics from using an agile approach. This course explains how to track and report on agile
projects using powerful, easy to create reports and graphs.
COURSE COMPONENTS

HOW YOU WILL BENEFIT


Learn how to track agile projects with more insight and less team intrusion



Gain practical examples and templates for reporting agile project status to stakeholders



Learn how to choose appropriate metrics that will not have counter productive side effects



Discover how flow analysis can help find bottlenecks in your software development

YOU WILL LEARN


Practical agile project tracking tools



Warning signs that indicate things are awry



How to quickly create and update all the main agile project reporting graphs



How to integrate agile and traditional project tracking metrics
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PROFESSIONAL LEARNING CREDITS
0.4 CEUs, 4 PDUs
WHO SHOULD ATTEND


Project Managers, Team Leads, ScrumMasters, Program Managers, Tech Leads.

SKILL LEVEL


Intermediate

PRICING AND AVAILABILITY
For current pricing and availability information please contact Training@LeadingAnswers.com. All of the
courses listed can be adapted, merged or tailored to meet client specifications.
ABOUT THE TRAINER
All Leading Answers training courses are taught by Mike Griffiths with no substitutions. Mike was involved
in the creation of the agile method “DSDM” in 1994 and has been using agile methods (Scrum, XP, FDD,
and DSDM) in a variety of business and technical domains for the last 14 years. He is active in both the
agile community and traditional project management circles. Mike serves on the board of the Agile
Alliance and the Agile Project Leadership Network (APLN). He was a contributor to the PMBOK v3 Guide
and is a trainer for the PMI SeminarsWorld program.
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